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There are some changes with “Traveling time” error and “Duplicate in a day of the week or period”

error in course registration for fall semester, 2020, because most of courses will be conducted online.

１．“Traveling time” error

We will not check your time to travel/commute from campus to campus when taking courses on

different campuses for this fall semester. This goes for all courses including Open Courses held by

other schools/centers. However, as there will be courses that will hold face-to-face classes;

students should carefully register those courses by checking the syllabus or the list of courses

established by each school/center to arrange their traveling time.

*In general, “Traveling Time” error will be displayed on course registration page when there is not

enough time for traveling from one campus to another campus between the selected courses.

２．“Duplicate in a day of the week or period” error

For this fall semester, it would be possible for each school / center to exclude courses from a check

of “Duplicate in a day of the week or period" error, depending on their policies.

As for the SPSE, we have decided the following policy:

“All of SPSE courses* will remain subject to the 【Check of Duplicate in a day of the week or

period】 as usual.”

* We keep excluding a few courses conducted as full on-demand course every year from this

check.

The main reasons for this policy are as follows.

 Setting a stable day and period for a course is important for students to arrange and keep the

rhythm of learning.

 Setting a stable day and period for a course is also necessary to maintain and facilitate

interactive classes such as timely action for questions and comments during class.

 Abolishing days/period of a course may leave concerns when, for example, the instructor wants

to conduct a real-time class even a few times in a semester. Also, the instructors cannot make

assignments with a limited submission period which may affect in returning timely feedbacks for

them.

Also, please confirm the following supplements regarding this policy.

・ There are two types of online classes: “Real-time classes”, and “On demand classes”. “On

demand classes” means the instructor will share the students a recorded lecture movie and

additional references. Some professors mix or blend those two types of classes in the same
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course.

・ Policies regarding “Traveling time” error and “Duplicate in a day of the week of period” error in

this semester are made on a school/center basis.

・ If you have any inquiries on policies or which course(s) will be excluded from the check of

“Duplicate in a day of the week or period” error, please contact the school/center offering the

specific course(s).
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